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**Abstract:** Many layers of our computing stacks are implicitly trusted, but are themselves no more secure than the applications they seek to protect. In this talk I describe one of my explorations into making *trusted* software more trustworthy. The Nested Kernel modifies monolithic operating system design to include a small security kernel that protects memory within the operating system itself. The core insight is to partition the operating system so that the security kernel abstracts memory protection hardware and to show how this abstraction can be enforced at a single privilege level in a single address space. The benefits are that the development effort is minimal, it works in commodity systems on commodity hardware, performance costs are low, and the design is portable to diverse hardware (ARM, x86, Hypervisor privilege) and software (FreeBSD, Linux, Xen) environments. Overall, the Nested Kernel FreeBSD prototype demonstrates that it is possible to retrofit powerful security into existing and popular systems. In the talk I will sketch a path forward to "micro-evolving" over privileged commodity systems, which I plan to exploit for security and verification: a must for gaining high assurance in our computing stacks.
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